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Dear Councillors, 

T&M Leisure Reading Limited
Application for a Premises Licence for Stories in the Park, Palmer Park

My name is Luke Elford. I am the Licensing Solicitor representing T&M Leisure 
Reading Limited (“the Applicant”) in relation to its application for a premises 
licence (“the Application”) that comes before you for determination at a Licensing 
Sub-Committee Hearing on the 1st of February 2024.

I thought it would be helpful, in advance of that hearing, to write and give some 
context to the Application, as well as to address some of the concerns that have 
been raised in relation to the Application. I hope that you find this letter useful, 
and I look forward to addressing you in person in a week or so.

The Applicant

The Applicant is T&M Leisure Reading Limited, but I expect that you would wish to 
know who the controlling mind is behind the company.

The Applicant is owned and operated by Toby Mullins, with whom you may be 
familiar. Mr Mullins has been a fixture within the hospitality industry in Reading 
(and elsewhere) for a great many years.

Indeed, he is the brains behind the existing Stories in the Park festival that 
already takes place in Palmer Park each year, albeit at a lesser capacity. I will 
come onto this in due course because it is the crux of the Application.

To give you a flavour of Mr Mullins’ expertise when it comes to the hosting of 
events I draw your attention to just some of his extensive achievements. Mr 
Mullins has:

• Worked with Thames Valley Police since 2011 on strategy and planning for 
the “freshers” period for Reading University.
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• Served as the Vice-Chair of Reading Pubwatch from 2017 to 2021.

• Worked with Reading Borough Council to help the town achieve Purple 
Flag Status.

• Launched the Good Night Out campaign in 2021 for Reading’s venues and 
promoters.

• Operated three successful venues in Reading Town Centre.

• Been central to the planning and delivery of spectacular events for 
Reading Borough Council including Her Majesty The Queen’s Platinum 
Jubilee, and more recently, His Majesty The King’s Coronation.

I submit, on Mr Mullin’s behalf, that he is precisely the kind of Applicant that can 
be trusted to deliver safe, successful events, that promote the Licensing 
Objectives.

The Application

The Application you are asked to determine is for a new premises licence for 
Stories in the Park, which, if you are kind enough to grant it, will be used from 
2024 onwards.

Stories in the Park is already a licensed event and has operated successfully 
within Palmer Park since 2019.

That premises licence was granted with a stringent set of conditions to promote 
the Licensing Objectives and the event has operated in-line with those conditions. 
Those conditions (modified slightly in agreement with the Responsible Authorities) 
will continue to apply if you are kind enough to grant this Application.

There are two differences between the existing premises licence and that which 
you are asked to grant:

1. An increase to the capacity of the event from 4999 to 9999; and

2. A small increase to the hours of operation on the Sunday of the event 
weekend.

Increase to Capacity

As highlighted above, Stories in the Park has operated successfully for several 
years. 

The existing festival site could accommodate more attendees and in fact, such is 
the trust placed in the Applicant by Reading’s Events Team, the Applicant has 
been awarded a larger footprint as part of a 5-year contract moving forward.



The new footprint can comfortably accommodate the increased capacity and all of 
the measures the Applicant takes to ensure the safety and well-being of its 
customers have been enhanced also. There will be more availability of drinking 
water, more security, more stewards, more food etc.

Crucially, what there will not be is increased noise. Noise management is tightly 
controlled by condition, and it is of significance that your expert Environmental 
Health Officers have assessed this application and do not object to it.

Sunday Hours

Historically, the Sunday event day has finished earlier than Thursday, Friday, or 
Saturday. The Applicant has found, in feedback from its customers, that there is 
significant appetite for a later finish time on a Sunday.

The Applicant has factored that into its programming this year and has secured 
the appearance of artists such as Blue, Boyzlife (a supergroup comprising 
Boyzone and Westlife), and Scouting for Girls. The Applicant anticipates great 
interest in these acts and asks for an increase to hours accordingly.

Surrender

If the Applicant is granted an acceptable licence, it will surrender the existing 
licence it holds for Stories in the Park. It is not the Applicant’s intention to hold 
multiple licences for this event, or to hoard those licences so be able to put on 
additional events. I trust this is useful.

Concerns

The concerns expressed in the objections received from the Interested Parties, I 
suggest, are the types of concerns that are expressed about events up and down 
the country. There is nothing specific in them to this event. Some of the concerns 
addressed, for example traffic, parking, and the purposes of parks generally, are 
not relevant to the Licensing Act 2003 and you will forgive me if I do not address 
them on that basis.

One of the concerns is that there will be an increase in event days taking place in 
Palmer Park. This concern is misplaced. I have asked the question of Reading’s 
Events Team who have confirmed that there will be fewer event days in Palmer 
Park in 2024 than there were in 2023.

Another concern is noise from the event. As explained above, noise from the 
event is tightly controlled and historically, there have been few complaints (single 
digits). Advising, as I do, events up and down the country, it is unusual for an 
event to receive so few complaints and it is testament to the work of Mr Mullins 
and his acousticians (F1 Acoustics) in the work that they do to keep noise 
disruption to a minimum.



In terms of concerns about antisocial behaviour away from the event itself, my 
client quite understands these. With the increase in capacity, my client will be 
providing additional security and stewarding commensurate with the size of the 
event and ticket sales. If specific issues are experienced on event days (and are 
within my client’s remit to deal with) we encourage that these are reported to the 
event hotline. It is notable that there is no objection to the application from the 
Police, which one would expect if crime and disorder were an issue at these 
events.

Summary

This is a good application from a hugely experienced operator. It is made with the 
future of this event and my client’s commercial partnership with Reading Borough 
Council in mind. My client has demonstrated, several times over, that it can 
deliver a safe, successful, event under the existing licence. On their behalf I ask 
that you grant this application as it stands before you.

With my best wishes. 

Yours sincerely,

Luke Elford
Partner
John Gaunt & Partners Licensing Solicitors





















T&M Leisure Reading Limited

18 January 2024

Dear Interested Party,

Re: Stories in the Park – Application for a Premises Licence

I write in relation to your representation raising concerns over our application for a new 
premises licence for Stories in the Park, a music festival which takes place in Palmer Park. 

Firstly, I would like to thank you for taking the time to comment on the application and for 
articulating your concerns. This is useful feedback for me and my team and I hope that within 
this letter I can alleviate your concerns and reassure you how we intend to operate the event 
and our ethos as the management team. 

As you will be aware, this festival has been running successfully since 2019. We pride 
ourselves on being a niche music festival known for its intimacy, artists, production and relaxed 
atmosphere and we are proud of how the festival attracts such a diverse mix of music and 
people. 

We acknowledge the unique location of where we host our festival in the wonderful Palmer 
Park and note that one of the concerns raised within your representations is the need to preserve 
the area.  We would like to reassure you that we are committed to reducing our environmental 
impact and we are constantly striving to become more sustainable to protect the natural 
environment of the park. We are working collaboratively with the council to achieve this and 
have introduced various policies such as no single use plastics, 75% of our food and drink 
offerings being locally sourced, and as much waste as possible from the site will be converted 
into fuel rather than landfill.

The application we have made does not seek to increase the hours or licensable activities and 
is limited to the capacity of the event. In terms of the number of events that take place in Palmer 
Park, that is not something that we (as a business) can control. Usage of Palmer Park is 
managed by the Council’s Events Team and they determine how many events can take place 
there.

The current premises licence for this event is bound by numerous strict conditions that we must 
adhere to when the event is in operation and these will also apply to the new application. As 
previously mentioned, it is not our intention to remove or amend these conditions and we have 
included these as part of this new licence application. I attach a copy of the conditions as you 
may not have seen these. 

I acknowledge that you have raised concerns over the issues of drugs and we would like to 
draw your attention to condition 15 which states: 

The Premises Licence Holder shall implement a written search policy to minimise the risk of 
illegal weapons and drugs being brought onto the premises, including search, detection, 
confiscation, storage, and disposal of drugs procedures. For events identified as ‘18+’ the 
search policy shall provide, as minimum:



a) For 100% bag search of all customers attempting to enter the premises;
b) Randomised customer searching of at least 1 in every 3 customers;
c) For the operation of intelligence lead searches of any customer as required;
d) Re-admittance for existing customers leaving the premises is permitted and

where appropriate, shall be subject to a search by the door supervisors when re-entering the 
premises/area.

For all other events the search policy shall provide, as minimum:

a) For 100% bag search of all customers attempting to enter the premises;

b) Randomised customer searching of at least 1 in every 3 customers over the age
of 18;

c) For the operation of intelligence lead searches of any customer as required;

d) Re-admittance for existing customers leaving the premises is permitted and

where appropriate, shall be subject to a search by the door supervisors when re-entering the 
premises/area.

This search policy must be submitted and approved by Thames Valley Police. In addition, the 
festival will always have multiple SIA registered security on site as well as stewards monitoring 
the area. We encourage anyone who witnesses the taking of illegal substances to report the 
incident to the police, as we too, do not condone this type of behaviour. 

I appreciate that this event will have some impact on the local area, but it is our intention that 
this be a positive impact by supporting local suppliers and businesses and we hope that this 
letter offers some reassurance in how we intend to operate and manage this much-loved 
festival.

I hope that this letter has been useful in terms of explaining our approach and why this 
application is being made. If you now feel able to withdraw your objection to our application, 
I would be grateful if you would confirm that in writing to the Licensing Officer.

With my best wishes.

Yours faithfully,


